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Who's In: 
Robert T.Monagan: 
Elected new 
chairman of the 
UOP Board of 
Regents on May 
10. A 1942 
graduate of 
UOP, Monagan 
is a former speaker of the 
California Assembly and cur­
rent chairman of the 
California World Trade 
Commission. 
Donald J. Smith: 
Elected vice chairman of 
the UOP Board of Regents 
on May 10. A 1952 graduate 
graduate of UOP, Smith is a 
rancher and a partner in the 
Turiock Fruit Company. He 
has been a Board member 
since 1984. 
Who's Out: 
Dale F. Redig: 
Voted out as chairman of 
the UOP Board 
of Regents on 
May 10 after 
being first elect­
ed on Dec. 9, 
9 9 4. 
C u r r e n t l y  
remains a member of the 
Board and is executive direc­
tor of the California Dental 
Association. 
James S. McCargo: 
Voted out as vicechairman 
of the UOP 
Board of 
Agents on 
May 10 after 
king first elect­
ed on Dec. 9, 
1994. 
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Regents upheaval rocks UOP campus 
Allison Kajiya 
News Editor 
University of the Pacific expe­
rienced a major executive 
upheaval this week with the sud­
den ousting of Regents Chairman 
and Vice Chairman and the 
announcement of President Bill 
L. Atchley's retirement effective 
June 30, 1995. 
The Board of Regents, meet­
ing at the McGeorge School of 
Law on Tuesday, replaced 
Chairman Dale F. Redig and Vice 
Chairman James S. McCargo 
with Robert T. Monagan and 
Donald J. Smith. 
The 17 to 15 decision to 
remove Redig and McCargo, 
who in the six months since their 
election have attempted to push 
for University reform and open 
communication, was met with 
protest and disapproval by facul­
ty and students. Approximately 
100 students and faculty were on 
hand to support Redig and 
McCargo, who in the opinion of 
the protesters represented "hon­
esty and integrity." 
The main rationale for remov­
ing Redig and McCargo from 
office was their inability to com­
municate with President Atchley, 
according to new Chairman 
Monagan. However, Redig said 
that Atchley has repeatedly 
refused to meet with him in 
recent months, preventing him 
from effectively discharging the 
duties of the chairmanship. 
Several students and faculty 
members pointed out<the discon­
tinuity of the Regents' position. 
"They ousted Redig and 
McCargo for not communicating 
with Atchley," one student said, 
"but then they removed Atchley. 
Why were Redig and McCargo 
removed if Atchley was on his 
way out anyway?" 
After leaving the meeting in 
protest, Redig and McCargo 
addressed the assembled faculty 
and students. Both were visibly 
upset. "They took it back. We 
lost. We tried," McCargo said. 
"Atchley is playing them like a 
fiddle," Redig said. "He has suc­
cessfully divided the Board. We 
all know there is a dysfunctional 
University here and the reason is 
the president and not anyone else. 
This poster J-'US hung in the McCaffrey Center by students protesting the removal of Regents Dale Redig and Jim 
McCargo and the retention of President Bill L. Atchley through the 1994-1995 academic year. 
As long as we can't communicate 
with him, nothing will happen." 
Following his defeat, Redig 
said, "I believe in the University 
and I believe in you. We have 
lost collectively, but we shouldn't 
be sad individually because we 
tried the best we could," Redig 
said. 
"I appreciate all of your sup­
port," McCargo said. "They just 
refused to listen to you. I'm 
proud because we presented our 
case. Their minds however were 
made up. They wanted harmony 
on the Board and anything we 
brought up was discounted." 
Monagan, in a statement 
released yesterday, said: "For a 
Board to be effective, its mem­
bers must stay above politics and 
not align itself with any one 
group. Regents are trustees who 
are charged with the governance 
and oversight responsibility. This 
role requires impartiality and due 
(see Regents page 2) 
Currently remains a 
j^mber of the Board and is a 
Stockton real estate develop­
er. 
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President Atchley announces 
retirement effective June 1995 
Presidential replacement search to begin immediately 
Allison Kajiya 
News Editor 
University of the Pacific 
President Bill L. Atchley 
announced on Tuesday his inten­
tion to retire as president, effec­
tive June 30, 1995. 
Atchley, 62, whose contract 
with the University expires in 
June 1995, informed University 
Board of Regents Tuesday after­
noon of his decision at a regular 
of the Board at the 
sweeping changes rocked the 
University's Board of Regents, 
with the removal of Chairman 
Dale F. Redig and Vice Chairman 
James S. McCargo and the 
appointment of new Chairman 
Robert T. Monagan and Vice 
Chairman Donald J. Smith. 
Mixed reaction was felt 
throughout the University by fac­
ulty and students this week in 
light of Atchley's decision. 
Fred Muskal, former Chair of 
the Academic Council and cur­
rent member of its Executive meeting lclll ... 
McGeorge School of Law Counciit faculty and students 
Sacramento. should have a say in the new 
A search is scheduled to Degm presidential decision making 
sion 
mittee s 
immediately to find Atchley 
replacement. At press time, 
Atchley was unavailable for com-
me"The Board accepted his dem­
and will be forming a corn-
hortly to initiate the 
search for a new 
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Atchley's announcement 
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• PffpCting a smooth and or y 
in effecting t0 work in 
transition and conun 
the university's behaf.nus cap 
tal campaign and g 
raising efforts. ^ 
The announcement .w ^ 
by Atchley on the 
process. Currently, the Regents 
have final say on who will be 
Atchley's successor. 
"Faculty committees and stu­
dent input should be taken into 
consideration by the Regents 
because it involves all of us, 
Muskal said. "Some regents say 
Atchley should be on the search 
committee and I think that is 
absolutely improper. It remains 
t0 be seen if Monagan is willing 
to run a process that is open. He 
faces a tremendous amount of 
PrCA student who asked to remain 
anonymous said, "This school 
needs change and, with Atchley 
gone, maybe we can finally get 
communication started. Up to 
now, there has been none." 
But according to School of 
Education Dean Fay Haisley, 
President Atchley is a man that 
has been misquoted in a number 
of ways. "I reject the fact that he 
is not a good communicator. I've 
always felt that he was misinter­
preted," she said. "I think that in 
this next year, he's going to have 
the energy and the desire so that 
he will leave this institution 
healthy." 
Atchley first arrived at UOP in 
1987. Under his administration, 
the University's endowment has 
climbed steadily from $14 mil­
lion in 1987 to $50 million today. 
Enrollment figures are at an all-
time high, the Fulfilling the 
Promise endowment campaign 
has been successfully implement­
ed and a once-troubled budget 
has been addressed. 
However, also under Atchley's 
administration came the 1991 
Western Association of Schools 
and Colleges (WASC) report 
which deferred re-affirmation of 
UOP's accreditation, citing prob­
lems with the University's gover­
nance structure, lack of strategic 
planning and poor financial man­
agement. 
A faculty review of the presi-
(see Atchley page 3) 
Students protest 
removal of Regents 
Redig, McCargo 
Allison Kajiya 
News Editor 
"Oh, no they've got to go!" 
"Pacific hails Jim and Dale!" 
"Bring us Monagan!" "We 
want better leadership now!" 
"We pay, we have a say!" 
"Where is our tuition going?" 
"WASC is no joke!" "Our 
future is in your hands. Help 
us!" These chants and other 
were heard as students protest­
ed the Regents removal of 
Board of Regents Chairman 
Dale F. Redig and Vice 
Chairman James S. McCargo 
and the appointment of new 
Chairman Robert T. Monagan 
and Vice Chairman Donald J. 
Smith on Tuesday. 
Approximately 200 faculty 
and students voiced their opin­
ions in front of President Bill 
Atchley's office yesterday 
morning, protesting the arrival 
of new Chairman Monagan, 
who was on campus to give an 
official press conference. 
Holding signs and shouting 
in unison, students let Monagan 
and the campus community 
know their anger and frustra­
tion. 
"I'm extremely upset 
because the members that were 
just replaced were the first posi­
tive action I've seen at this 
school," said freshman protest­
er Sarah Daniel. "They (Redig 
and McCargo) cared enough to 
organize things with the stu­
dents and faculty and they were 
the only ones willing to deal 
with our concerns." 
"We're letting the Regents 
know that we're here and that 
we're not backing down," said 
fellow freshman protester 
Ananya Mullane. "Monagan 
needs to address our concerns 
because this is definitely an 
issue that affects all of us. It's 
important that he is made aware 
of the issues that are important 
to us." 
The student protest was 
organized Wednesday night at a 
meeting at Price House. 
Students from virtually all resi­
dence halls on campus were in 
attendance. Students voiced 
their concerns and discussed 
further strategies and plans. 
Led by Price House resi­
dents, including Daniel and 
Mullane. (he meeting addressed 
the ousting of Regents Redig 
and McCargo, protesting 
(see Student Protest page 3) 
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Faculty, students discuss Regents vote 
Allison Kajiya 
News Editor 
The Academic Council hosted 
an open forum yesterday from 3 
p.m. to 5 p.m. for the campus 
community to discuss the recent 
Regents' action. Approximately 
150 faculty members, 75 students 
and dozens of University deans, 
administrators and staff attended 
the meeting in Raymond Great 
Hall to voice their concerns. 
The major topics of discussion 
centered on determining the 
appropriate reaction to the 
Regents' decision to replace 
Regents Chairman Dale Redig 
and Vice Chairman Jim McCargo 
with Bob Monagan and Don 
Smith. Redig and McCargo were 
replaced during a Regents meet­
ing on May 10 at the McGeorge 
School of Law in Sacramento. 
Psychology professor Roseann 
Hannon said, "It (Tuesday's 
meeting) was a disheartening 
meeting. A count of 17 to 15 is 
like you're almost there. The 
most critical thing now on my 
mind is what are we going to do 
next?" 
The vote by the Board of 
Regents was characterized as a 
hostile takeover of the reform-
oriented executive committee by 
"old guard" Regents whose influ­
ence had been diminished as a 
result of the Redig/McCargo 
regime. 
A total of 32 Regents voted at 
the May 10 meeting, far more 
than the usual 17 to 25 members 
who regularly cast votes. Skip 
Scully, professor of law and chair 
of the Academic Council, said, 
"They had to mobilize every 
form of transportation in the state 
to get 32 Regents at the meeting." 
Business' professor Rom 
Hooverstad, however, urged cau­
tion. He said, "Chair Monagan is 
saying the right things. We 
should give him some time to 
back up what he's saying." 
"Our enemies, the 17, got us 
in this position to begin 
with. There is more at 
stake here than our com­
fort. 
- Professor Cort Smith 
Speaking in reference to 
promises made by Chair 
Monagan to continue Redig's 
policies of open budget informa­
tion and cooperation with the fac­
ulty, Hooverstad said, "If he fol­
lows that course of action, much 
of the progress we have seen in 
the last six months will contin­
ue." 
Professor Reuben Smith, for­
mer dean of the graduate school 
and a Western Association of 
Schools and Colleges (WASC) 
commissioner, discussed the 
implications of the Regents lead­
ership change as it relates to 
WASC. The WASC team report 
of two years ago criticized the 
University in three areas, Smith 
said, including strategic planning, 
finance and governance. 
"Organizations such as WASC 
are interested in a recent track 
record and less interested in 
promises," Smith said. The 
change in Regents leadership 
does not necessarily harm 
chances for accredidation, but 
leaves less time to develop a 
track record. 
Smith outlined three possible 
actions WASC might take in the 
fall. First, WASC could re-affirm 
UOP's accredidation in full. 
Second, WASC could continue 
deferral of re-affirmation of 
accredidation, essentially contin­
uing the present state of the 
University. Third, WASC could 
place the University on proba­
tion. 
If UOP receives probation, it 
would retain its accreditation for 
the duration of the probation peri­
od. "It's kind of a cloud," Smith 
said, "it's not a nice place to be." 
Additionally, the University 
would be given a time limit in 
which it must comply with the 
recommendations of the WASC 
report. 
Cortlandt Smith, professor of 
international studies and political 
science, condemned the actions 
of the Regents by comparing the 
Board to a Soviet Politburo, a 
self-selecting and closed group. 
"In the 25 years I have been here, 
this is the most wicked and stupid 
thing in the history of wicked and 
stupid things," he said. "Our 
enemies, the 17, got us in this 
position to begin with. There is 
more at stake here than our com­
fort." 
Student leaders were also 
heard. Senior Tamarin Janssen, 
immediate past speaker of the 
ASUOP senate, said, "I would 
encourage faculty action because 
it is you who the students look 
to. 
WASC is interested in a 
recent track record and less 
interested in promises. 
- Professor Reuben Smith 
New ASUOP President 
Camron Bailey, who met with 
Monagan earlier in the morning 
with new Speaker of the Senate 
Christie Dickey, agreed. 
Analyzing how their meeting 
went, Bailey said, "Well, there 
really is no difference in leader­
ship and nothing has changed. 
However, he is interested in what 
faculty and students have to say." 
Overall, Bailey added, "Students 
and faculty need to work togeth­
er...I think we need to focus on 
the points at hand. We need to 
start addressing the Regents as a 
Board and not just as a chair or 
vice chair. We need to start look­
ing to them as a whole." 
The future of the institution 
was also addressed. Alex 
McDavid, assistant director of the 
Office of Admissions, called for a 
cessation of rumors by describing 
that he heard student tour guides 
telling prospective students not to 
go to UOP. "This place will fall 
apart if you make it fall apart. 
We have a very strong confirmed 
class of students. Don't bad 
mouth the institution as a whole 
or say that this is not a good insti­
tution." 
Regents 
(continued from page 1) 
diligence in reviewing facts, 
verifying reports and making 
judgment calls based on logic 
and reason, not emotion. 
Faculty members expressed 
frustration at the decision of the 
Regents. "The Board of 
Regents took a big step back­
wards," said Fred Muskal, for­
mer Chair of the Academic 
Council. "Dale, Jim and Steve 
(Hunton, head of the Regents 
finance committee) were really 
moving us in a positive way 
toward accreditation. The other 
Regents seem very uncon­
cerned about it. They seem to 
think that there is no problem at 
all-
Robert Dash, professor ot 
Spanish, said, "I have been a 
faculty member for more than 
30 years I don't know more 
than four Regents. With Redig 
and McCargo, there has been 
open communication-
Other faculty members, 
however, expressed confidence 
in Monagan. "Mr. Monagan is a 
capable leader," said education 
Professor. Susan Eskridge. 
"He's got great communication 
skills. He's committed to UOP 
and doing well in the WASC 
review. I would hope the 
University is the important 
thing and not politics. I would 
hope that people would pull 
together behind the new 
Regents." 
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11 »to action so that people will 
^ we are serious and we want 
Egress," Mullane said. "We're 
^tinuing on because we're not 
to let this issue go without 
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Iniv 
Protest plans in motion, 
H1* quickly spread the word 
"°»nd campus Wednesday 
Students knocked on 
tor in the residence halls, 
%ers about the Thursday 
and encouraged student 
Yesterday morning, 
l,'"6"" was made aware that 
c students meant business, 
tudents met at the tower and 
»l,e to A* Presidents' office, 
* Monagan was meeting 
L 5ca(*emic Council Chair 
and Chair-elect Peg 
Students chanted, 
have a say" attract-
passing students and 
5 join the protest 
The student protesters pro­
ceeded to the McCaffrey Center 
shouting "We want Monagan." 
Their request was answered. 
Monagan answered student ques­
tions directly from the redwood 
stage and tried to create the 
impression that the University is 
in no danger of loosing its 
accreditation with the Western 
Association of Schools and 
Colleges (WASC). 
Several students voiced con­
cerns about the value of their 
degrees. Freshmen from Price 
House presented Monagan with a 
list of demands: that the Regents 
conduct open meeting on the 
Stockton campus; that the 
Regents provide monthly budget 
updates to the campus; and that 
student and faulty be allowed to 
choose the next president. 
"I have to tell you very honest­
ly that we have made tremendous 
progress in meeting the concerns 
that WASC had at the time, and 
am absolutely confident that 
we're going to straighten out afl 
of our problems," Monagan said. 
"I thought he was just skirting 
around the issue," said student 
Kathy Kohut. 
Monagan grew upset with the 
hostile crowd. After several 
unruly student comments. 
who shouted "Run, Monagan, 
Run!" as the new Chair of the 
Board of Regents proceeded to 
his press conference. 
Students and faculty were sur­
prised by the organization of the 
student protesters and the tenaci­
ty with which they pursued Chair 
Monagan. "We didn't see protests 
like this even in the 60's, one 
UOP professor commented. 
Atchley 
(continued from front page) 
dent, in which approximately half 
of the faculty responded, was 
issued this spring, and drew a 
generally negative consensus. 
The faculty cited poor gover­
nance and lack of communication 
between the president, faculty 
and Regents as primary concerns. 
Additionally, Atchley is 
named in at least a dozen law­
suits, most of which have been 
filed by former administrators for 
wrongful termination. 
Before his term at UOP, 
Atchley served as president of 
Clemson University in South 
Carolina and former president 
and CEO of the National Science 
Center for Communications and 
Electronics Foundation Inc. in 
Washington D.C. 
WRITE FOR THE 
1994-1995 PACIFICAN! 
Contact Becca Nelson or 
Chris Shultz at 946fmes or stop by the Pacifican offices. 
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^1" on May 3, at 7 p.m. in the 
Theater, an evening of spo-
, word with performances by 
iff and author Don Bajema. 
^ sure enough, Griff did cap-
! $ those in attendance from the 
(jpus and Stockton community. 
#1 was disappointed in the 
jnt of attendance, but I think 
still good and worthwhile," 
id Keith Earniest, UPBEAT's 
s director. Only about 40 
.Jdents attended the event. 
Griff read some pieces he has 
ntten while traveling and took 
from his book, "Portrait 
[a Ghetto Martyr," which is due 
in June. 
Griff communicates with peo-
je through his poetry and as he 
Lis, he attempts to "drop seeds 
rid hope that someone will take 
ack and share (with their peers) 
Something said in the course of 
lie evening." 
Professor Griff enlightens students during "Screaming from the Barrel.' 
"The laws of American gov­
ernment need to be written out 
for all races ... we need a plan 
that will govern all of us equally 
... it's going to get real uncom­
fortable in America," said Griff, 
who describes himself as a radi­
cal, militant racist 
Bajema, author/actor/play­
wright and spoken word per­
former, was there because he 
feels it is his "responsibility to 
say what I've seen. I have had 
my eyes open for a very long 
time. My responsibility is to lay 
that stuff down." 
Bajema read some prose 
poems and random novel chap­
ters from his first book, "Boy in 
the Air." 
Bajema's message was to try 
and never tell a lie anymore, 
which is going to be "really pret­
ty challenging." He said that you 
cannot look to anybody else for 
anything. You need to look to 
yourself. 
Bajema feels that we need not 
worry about going to the prob­
lems of the world, because they 
are coming closer and closer to 
home. "I think things are going to 
be a lot worse before they get 
better." 
Student protest 
IBM ThinkPad 350 4/125 
Includes: 
•MlcrosoII Office (Word, Excel, Powerpoint,' Mail) 
The Pacifican • Ma, ^ rBass THF. NATION 
How To Find A Job 101 
Do your homework 
"So, you have a 3.9 C.PA, A 
combined 2300 on the QUE 
and recommendations from 
three U.S. senators. What 
makes you think you're 
qualified for admission to 
our graduate school?" 
^CROSSTHE NATTdm 5 
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aulkner finishes first year at Citadel 
no real commitment, 
studying for a Ph.D ,andf< 
in the 
Obviously, thosein L rdemicyear. 
HARLESTON, S.C. 
exams are just one of the 
,PS confronting first-year col-
" student Shannon Riley 
- ,kner this month. Faulkner, 
"first woman to attend classes 
rue Citadel, also faces a court 
fing that may determine 
Ler she will be allowed to 
* to classes at the all-male 
college during the next ttum i 
lilitary 
category are pa" 
they lack the °Vfir 
dedication that 'nthe 
demands. Princi 
"U 'here is some H 
»<*>* 'heir 
arship or research ? 
ought to think about wt'"' 
« while and ga|„ing *8 
etit kind of experience J) 
related to their field.- £ 
says.lt' a student is rejected! 
tirst try, it doesn't mean hen 
is permanently cutoff 
court hearing set for late 
iay Should determine if the 
^ Ji( nje-only admission policy at the 
rin-^.supported institution is 
constitutional. 
Faulkner began classes in 
jnuary after Chief Justice 
(jlliam Rehnquist ordered the 
uth Carolina college to let her 
'while her lawsuit asking to 
0in the corps is pending. She, 
oWever, is not allowed to drill, 
or live with the 1,964-mem-
er corps. 
"The hearing should deter­
mine whether The Citadel's 
male-only admission policy is 
constitutional, and if found 
unconstitutional, what the college 
will be required to do to remedy 
the sitution," says Faulkner's 
attorney, Suzanne Coe, of 
Greenville, S.C. 
While a high school senior in 
Powdersville, S.C., Faulkner had 
officials at Wren High School use 
correction fluid to delete all refer­
ences to her gender on her tran­
scripts. She was provisionally 
accepted pending her final tran­
scripts, and then Citadel officials 
realized her transcripts had been 
tampered with. 
The Citadel is arguing that the 
admission of women would 
decrease the unique nature and 
value of the college's single-sex 
education, says spokesman Rick 
Mill. The Citadel and Virginia 
Military Institute are the only two 
state-supported military colleges 
m the country. VMI is also in 
court defending its males-only 
policy. 
Since beginning classes, 
Faulkner has been the target of 
some slurs and taunts from other 
classmates, including a column in 
the school newspaper that 
referred to her as "Shrew 
Shannon" and "Mrs. 
Doubtgender." As final exams 
approach, Coe says Faulkner 
feels under pressure to get good 
grades, because "if she doesn't, 
people will think women can't 
cut the gravy." 
Despite this, Coe says 
Faulkner would repeat her expe­
rience. 
"Shannon has remained 
upbeat the entire time," Coe says 
of her client. "She has made 
friends, although she has endured 
a lot. But then, she didn't expect 
a welcome from everyone." 
We're seeing many .J| 
who'have had a [Entry-Level' gives realistic view of life after college 
Redmond says, "i think a Press Service 
two out in the world. I-1""* 
some practical experie,,, , , ... 
probably on the whole, So' »0U ,C "'f"8 * • 
helpful In clarifying a„,J«i»'»asomewhatsa"sf!""8 
graduate's goals about e«* »*™lion in /our. 
to a Ph.D. program " ibl£d aPartmeI"' and you re 
He recommends that 4 f cha"f f°r,a 
and engineering major, H."" n,gl" """'H whll° 
, . ... , J, . • anticipating another day spent work in their field so their ski f Jf , I . .... , , , w loihng in obscurity at your dead-don t become obsolete. I " 6 
students with a bachelor's dep 
in engineering who work for 
few years in chemical or ci1 
selves 
iring, in fact, find to 
indMcJob. 
Welcome to life after college. 
tter prepared for a 
uate program. But if they go 
and say sell cars for a while,the 
may well fall behind. 
'erhaps the best thing you can 
say about it is that you're not 
done; there are thousands, per-
ips millions of others like you. 
nd you can, at least, laugh 
or 
bout your troubles if you read 
— ike recently published "Entry-
fvel Life: A Complete Guide to 
Masquerading as a Member of 
ie Real World" (Bantam Books, 
18.95). 
's kind of a practical book 
m a weird way," says author Dan 
kvin, who admits to living an 
®try-level life himself in the 
area. Zevin, a free-lance 
""iter, says he decided to write 
;ue-in-cheek guide after 
-meaning relatives pressed 
"C® him books written for grad­
ating college seniors that pur-
Wed to give practical advice 
jjwt living and working in the 
level lifers what they need now, 
which is a laugh." 
After four (or five) years in the 
safe womb of college, the Real 
World can be traumatic for the 
eager young graduate contem­
plating all that lovely freedom 
and the prospect of having no 
money with which to enjoy it. 
"It's so different from col­
lege," Zevin says. "You can't 
find a good job ... You don't have 
a built-in group of friends to help. 
It's like, now what?" 
And, if you're lucky enough to 
land a job and live in decent 
housing, you find yourself sur­
rounded by "violently insane 
bosses and anal-retentive room­
mates," he says. 
Worst of all, entry-level lifers 
have to actually make an effort to 
get to know other young people 
who are not associated with their 
business offices. "You have to 
take drastic measures, such as 
introducing yourself," Zevin 
said. 
The brightly illustrated guide 
contains some other examples of 
common entry-level life, includ­
ing multiple uses for milk crates, 
creative resume writing and tips 
on how (not) to get along with 
your boss or roommate. 
The following excerpt is from 
"Professional Skills: A How-to 
Guide": 
"Appearance: You are urgent­
ly plugging numbers into a com­
plicated spreadsheet. 
"Reality: You are playing 
Tetris. 
"Appearance: You are staring 
at an empty computer screen, 
absorbed in deep thought. 
"Reality: You have pressed 
'Escape'^hst in time, erasing a 
MacDraw portrait entitled, 
'Supervisor vYitii Pitchfork 
Wound.'" 
Despite the difficulties of get­
ting started on life after college, 
Zevin says his book makes the 
point that the Real World is not 
all bad, even if it seems that way 
sometimes. He has a chapter on 
"Mid-Midlife Crisis 
Management" that includes ways 
to combat postgraduate 
blues, such as getting married, 
getting a dog, quitting your job, 
moving to Seattle, joining the 
Peace Corps, taking a pottery 
class, and, if all else fails...Going 
back to school. 
toe books, he says, contained 
""thing but lies and cheap, unin-
'""tionaliy hilarious platitudes. 
e reality is much worse and 
Juch fi^nier than anything mid-
e'age marketers could make up, 
decided. 
^ Zevin wrote "Entry-Level 
1 e' which offers helpful how-
willlin sections titled "How to 
/c°de an Apartment Ad and 
ijs Yourself Off as a 
' Sponsible, Rent-paying 
ftant," "How to Bluff Your iThrough an Interview," 
i Expletives," "How Not 
y 'x the Xerox Machine," 
°Ur New Social Life: Some 
;rnbly Required," and "From 
'5 to Cocktail." 
s toe book I wish someone 
tiyj me when 1 left school," 
n ctys. "i'm giving entry-
and 
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Get a Mac 
Before You 
Pack! 
Attention 
Graduating 
Seniors... 
Don't Miss Your 
Last Chance to 
Grab an Apple 
Computer at 
Educational 
Discount Prices! 
Purchase the: 
Powerbook 145 4/80 
Includes: 
•Microsoft Word/Excel 
OR 
Power Macintosh 6100/60 8/160 
Includes: 
•Apple 14" Color Plus Display 
•Extended Keyboard 
•Microsoft Word/Excel 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTERS 
at the University Bookstore 
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center 
ATM Cards Welcome 
Sale Ends June 3, 1994 • No Further Discounts Apply 
Guest Columns =|rei 
i _ C n>i mr cnr*H iie ~ Pacific Talks 
What are your plans for the summer? 
Christie Dickey 
Fresman' Pre-Law 
HrtmS 'jjk Spending time at ASUOP get-
pjw l'n§ ready f°r next year. Also, 
B j B B r l j P l % j |  p l a n n i n g  o r i e n t a t i o n  f o r  f r e s h -
k.. :i y.|f • men; 
Daniel Ruediger 
Congratulations on Chris 
Shultz's Nixon review. It has 
taken Shultz all semester, but 
with that article, he has finally 
succeeded in showing UOP how 
out-of-touch, disrespectful, 
remorseless, twisted and dead 
wrong he can be. "As I See It" is 
the perfect title for his narrow-
minded column. But let me now 
explain what Richard Nixon 
meant to the silent majority, "As 
the Rest of Us See It!" 
History should remember the 
Nixon who was apologetic to the 
American people for his admit­
tedly dastardly deeds of 
Watergate. By no means should 
anyone minimize his fallacies, 
but in retrospect, remember how 
he survived and came back to 
public life after worldwide 
humiliation. President Nixon's 
public life was marked by crisis, 
some self-inflicted and some 
enemy-inflicted. However, he 
fought through them with the 
motto: "Since defeat is the end, 
there is always a new beginning." 
History should remember the 
N i x o n  w h o  h a d  a n y t h i n g  b u t  
dubious claims to foreign policy 
excellence. Henry Kissinger, 
President Clinton, Ronald 
Reagan and other political figures 
believe that Richard Nixon had 
the biggest impact on foreign 
Dana O'Rourke 
Freshman, Biology 
Work...hopefully in a medical 
office. 
Opinion writers 
needed for 
1994-1995 
call 946-2115. 
Michelle Pak 
Junior, English 
Summer school for modern 
English grammar and political 
geography. 
Political Cartoons Francisco Mora Sophomore, 
Mech. Engineering 
1 will go to Mexico for a vaca­
tion. Then comes summer 
school for chemistry and elec­
trical science. 
,<T% nnrTTTrrmnx 
Andy Niemand 
Freshman, Pre-Pharmacy 
I'm going to work. I'll find a 
job somewhere. THIS. UST or CH&WJCMS THOROUGHLY! TtifcRfc MIGHT 
ttAsKrMCfc THAT CAUSES CANCSR! 
that cteS 
NOMOPf. 
MTV/.. 
The Pacifican 
EDITORIAL STAFF BUSINESS Damany Brown 
Sophomore,Civil Engineering 
Make as, much money as I can, 
hang out. I might work in 
Alaska or at home. 
Bill Stringer 
Ad Director 
Prod. Manager 
Graphic Designers 
weelrh„.»,» » ~/ inureaay, except oiinng vw.<u"»- .uif 
edit all Ihltf"'' ° TJniversiry of the Pacific. The Pacifican ft#*13 ; 
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Business: (209) 946-2155 
m. to 5 p.m. or by appointment 
Editorial: (209) 946-2115 
Saul Palacios 
Senior, Bilingual Education 
I've been hired by the 
California Muni-Corps. I get 
college credit Then I will visit 
my parents in Mexico. 
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tetters to the Editor; Regents decision 
jsjemeth: Open letter 
toRegentChair 
jtfonagan 
Today-'May 10, 1994' y°u Par" 1°" ; . • (Kot 
ticlp; ated in an event that has the University?) 
ing about running a university 
and (in his own words) is proud 
of it, dammit! (Sidebar: How can 
all these alleged financial wizards 
keep their businesses going if 
they run them the way they TT_: • .  ^  J run 
»(l 
must look ,u 
1 '"-'cords and S 
student 
Pacifu 'U,Urc alumnae Alumni OarH , 
a plare'«ni fj*" 
preully valued a„<ione *** 
e asPect of the 
experience" ^ 
and, ^numental implications for the 
re well-being of the 
sfc university. I am referring, of 
a coUrse, to the ouster of Dale 
Redig and Jim McCargo from the 
Chairmanship and Vice 
Chairmanship of the Board, 
li Among all the stupid things you 
and your cronies have done over 
the years, this move redefines 
idiocy as a concept. I hope that 
you're pleased with yourself. 
You have snatched defeat from 
the jaws of victory. 
Let me elaborate. Before 
Redig/McCargo, the Board was 
Today you heard a number of 
brilliant people making impas-
An Open Letter to 
Redig/McCargo 
Dear Dale and Jim: 
We cannot let recent events pass 
without expressing our deep grat­
itude to both of you for your 
exemplary service to the 
University during your brief 
1 writers 
ed for 
-1995 
6-2115. 
ons 
sioned pleas on behalf of UOP. tenure in office. In all of your 
You turned a deaf ear. How dare act*vities, you demonstrated a 
you treat these people in such an ^igh level of professionalism and 
uncaring, cavalier manner!! dedication. You gave generously 
Former Graduate Dean Reuben your t'me and energy> your 
Smith spoke eloquently about our knowledge and experience, and 
impending WASC reaccreditation you did so with no thought of 
visit, pointing out the dangers Personal gain of any kind - in 
and pitfalls of not meeting their ^act' at &reat Personal sacrifice. In 
requirements. The comments the last few days> as events 
just to name a few vices. 
Redig/McCargo opened the 
books, opened a dialogue, 
showed they were interested in 
the people of the University and 
proved knowledgeable in what a 
University is and how it should 
be run. Couldn't stand it, could 
you 
were dismissed out of hand. 
Why? Because you think you 
can run shared governance and 
sound fiscal policy doesn't articu-
guilty of gross financial misman- late with your own selfish goals? 
agement, arrogance, closed- Are you THAT out of touch with 
Handedness and self-indulgence, reality? Answer: Obviously. Or 
to put it another way: The Board 
of Regents is a) incompetent b) 
clueless c) naive d) all of the 
above. 
Am I bitter? You bet. I came to 
this institution at age 26. I am 
now almost 51. In the words of 
our president, I worked for the 
railroad. By doing so, I sacri­
ficed my own marketability, and 
am now in the hands of a bunch 
of immature, incompetent yahoos 
who need to find ways to express 
their manhood. My colleagues 
and I over the last almost quarter 
of a century have been systemati­
cally lied to, cheated, belittled, 
cajoled, demeaned, etc. We all 
have a right to demand better. I 
have no confidence at all that you 
can provide positive leadership. I 
am not alone. 
In closing, the only honorable 
thing for you and Don Smith and 
the other unenlightened souls 
who voted for you to do is to 
resign immediately and reinstate 
Redig/McCargo, the only pair in 
my years at UOP who belong at 
the top of the Board. Of course, 
? Instead, your "good ol' 
boy" network decided that they 
wanted their playtoy back, and 
took it back in what I consider a 
totally immoral manner. What do 
you promise us? More financial 
mismanagement? More arro­
gance? More of the same old 
garbage that you so gleefully 
dished out to us over the decades, 
because you're the Regents and 
we're merely peons? The 
Regents made it clear today that 
we don't count and the students 
certainly don't count. 
What do we have now at the top? 
A Chairman who is a washed-up 
politico, living vicariously in the 
porkpie hat and coonskin coat 
halcyon days of COP. Someone 
who can glad-hand but has no 
substance. We again have a Vice 
Chair who was such a big part of 
'he problem before 
Redig/McCargo that the cretins 
who voted Redig/McCargo out 
couldn't wait to get him back in 
'o continue his mischief. Who is 
D°n Smith anyway? He is a 
Zero, a cipher, someone who can 
melons but who knows noth-
unfolded, you conducted your­
selves with great honesty and 
dignity. Your conduct left an 
indelible impression on all of us 
who had contact with you during 
these difficult days. 
In symbolic and practical terms, 
the University has suffered a 
great loss. The various charges 
and complaints which have been 
made against you are without 
foundation. Your brief period of 
service set new standards for 
competence, openness and coop­
erative governance. We believe 
the unwise and unwarranted 
action the Regents took yesterday 
is a tragedy for the University. 
We will not rest until the goals 
you set are achieved ad the stan­
dards you set for University gov­
ernance and decision-making 
processes have again been 
reached. 
David? ; Fletcher, Audree 
O'Corinell, PegCiccolella, Fred 
Muskal, Ron Limbaugh, John 
S. Williams, John D. Smith, 
Robert Cox, Dale W. McNeal, 
J. Curtis Kramer, Roland di 
Franco, Reuben Smith 
Price House residents 
make demands 
Dear Editor: 
Price House residents are very 
concerned about the recent board 
in my opinion you have shown of Regent's meeting in which 
no honor up to this point. Too chair Dale Redig and vice-chair 
bad. 
George L. Nemeth 
Professor, Conservatory of 
Music 
May 10,1994 
Jim McCargo were removed 
from their leadership positions. 
Redig and McCargo were both 
working towards the goals set by 
WASC to meet reaccredidation 
standards. The replacement of 
these board members is inconsis­
tent, and will not reflect well with 
the WASC committee. 
Furthermore, a petition with over 
nine hundred students' signatures 
and a seperate faculty petition 
with over one hundred seventy 
signatures were ignored by the 
board. These petitions were 
filled in a thirteen hour period. 
During this same period support 
was gathered for a protest at the 
board of Regents meeting, where 
students and faculty showed their 
support of Redig and McCaigo. 
The honors freshman residence 
hall feels that it is the students' 
duty to be heard. We ask that all 
students become involved in sup­
porting the ideals of McCargo 
and Redig. At a campus wide 
meeting held at Price Wednesday 
evening, three demands we feel 
are reasonable and necessary 
were agreed upon as starting 
points in our fight to change this 
school: 1) open Regent meetings 
on the Stockton campus; 2) 
monthly public financial reports; 
3) student, faculty, and staff 
committee to choose the next 
President. 
Please join us in the effort to gain 
a voice in the administration of 
our school. 
Residents of Price House 
May 11,1994 
Student must work 
together 
Dear Editor: 
I was outraged to discover that so 
many of the Regents did not want 
to listen to what students had to 
say. I cannot believe these volun­
teers who have committed them­
selves to the school's best inter­
ests would remove Dr. Redig and 
Mr. McCargo from their posi­
tions. Redig and McCargo were 
interested in student opinion, fac­
ulty opinion, and open communi­
cation. They were focused on 
reaching the goals set by WASC 
to ensure UOP's re-accreditation. 
For this they were punished. 
Many of the Regents do not 
believe WASC is a threat. I can­
not believe they are willing to 
risk finding out. The reputation of 
the school is at stake, and we are 
in no way invincible. The Board 
of Regents needs to take these 
issues very seriously. 
I support Dale Redig and Jim 
McCargo and will continue to do 
so. I urge the student body and 
the faculty to get involved. These 
issues are far from over and we 
need to make a difference. 
Working together, changes can be 
made that are long overdue. 
Something must be done, and we 
are the ones who must do it. 
Sarah Daniel '97 
May 11,1994 
The next move is 
ours to make 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing concerning the 
recent board of Regent's meeting 
in which the board saw fit to 
replace chair Dale Redig and 
vice-chair Jim McCargo with 
Robert Monagan and Don Smith, 
respectively. 
The seventeen members of the 
board who voted for removal of 
Redig and McCargo did so 
despite the more-than nine hun­
dred student and one hundred 
fifty faculty signatures on peti­
tions in support of the chair and 
vice chair. The faculty and stu­
dents lined up behind Redig and 
McCargo and were blatantly 
ignored. 
The next move is ours. We can 
sit and let the Regents return the 
board to the distant, uncaring 
group it has been historically, or 
we can make our presence 
known. How we act as a campus 
community will determine the 
course of this institution for many 
years to come. 
Change begins with the individ­
ual. So I greatly encourage every 
student, every faculty member, 
everyone who cares about this 
school to get involved, and ask 
what they can do to help. 
Justin Carlson '97 
May 11,1994 
UOP students protested the removal of Regents Redig and McCargo 
infront of the Presidents office at 10 a.m. on May 12. 
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"Would you leave UOP if the school went on accredidation probation?" 
Jj^ahSimba 
^Phomore, Music Education 
don't know I'll worry about it when it 
happens." 
Shawn Aakeny 
Mark Zier Sophomore, Civfl Engineering 
University Chaplain accredita- "I would definitely consider it. 
prcb-
--
munity." 
Damany Brown 
Sophomore,Civil 
Engineering/Engineering 
Management 
"Hell Yes!" 
Grace Malina 
Sophomore, Entertainment 
Business/Marketing 
"Yes, I'm not going to waste my 
money here. God it's expensive here!" 
("ROSS THF. CAMPUS 
Dean of UOP Dental School honored 
The Pacifican • Ma 
CAMPUSEVENlS 
The American Board of 
Orthodontics awarded the Albert 
H. Ketcham Memorial Award to 
Dr. Arthur A. Dugoni, Dean of 
the University of the Pacific 
School of Dentistry, in San 
Francisco at their annual meeting 
in Orlando, Fla. The Ketcham 
Award is the highest honor 
bestowed by ABO, presented 
each year to an orthodontist or 
individual who has made a 
notable contribution to science 
and the art of orthodontics. 
Dr. Dugoni is a past president 
and director of the ABO and has 
also served as president ot the 
Pacific Coast Society of 
Orthodontists Central Section. In 
March 1994, Dr. Dugoni was 
elected president of the American 
Association of Dental Schools at 
their 71st annual session in 
Seattle, Wash. He has been 
involved in the dental profession 
on the local, state, national and 
international level for the past 45 
years, delivering over 500 lec­
tures, papers and table clinics to 
constituent and component dental 
societies. 
Currently, Dugoni serves as 
treasurer for the FDI World 
Dental Federation, an organiza­
tion contributing to the interna­
tional development and dissemi­
nation of policies, standards and 
information related to oral health 
care, dental education, practice 
equipment, materials and person­
nel. He has served as president of 
the American Dental Association 
in 1989 and the California Dental 
Association in 1982. He also has 
been a member of. the ADA 
House of Delegates for 19 years 
and as a consultant to the ADA 
Council on Dental Education 
from 1973 to 1982. 
Dr. Dugoni is a fellow of both 
the American and International 
College of Dentists. In addition 
to serving the dental school as 
dean since 1978, he is a professor 
in the department of orthodontics. 
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Dr. Arthur A. Dugoni was awarded the Albert H. Ketcham Memorial 
Award, the highest honor bestowed by the American Board of 
Orthodontics. 
Intern exposed to career options 
"April brings the showers for the flowers that bloom in May." 
However, flowers are not the only reason to look forward to May. 
Besides the obvious elation over the end of the 1994 spring semes­
ter, there are many other causes for celebration throughout the 
month of May. 
It is a widely accepted fact that information is the most effec­
tive tool to implement changes in attitudes and promote aware­
ness. In keeping with this notion, the following information is pre­
sented concerning the upcoming celebrations and commemora­
tions of the diverse ethnicities and religions that are represented in 
our community. 
For the Baha'i faith, May 17 marks the beginning of "Azmat" 
(Grandeur), the fourth month of the Baha'i year. On May 23, 
members of the Baha'i faith will celebrate the Declaration of the 
Bab. This occasion commemorates the day in 1844 on which the 
"Bab" (Gate) announced his identity as the messenger of God, 
sent to proclaim the closing of an era and to herald the coming of a 
prophet who would issue in a new era. This prophecy was fulfilled 
by the coming of Baha'u'llah. The celebration of the Ascension of 
the Baha'u'llah, on May 29, marks the anniversary of the death of 
the founder of the Baha'i faith. 
The Buddhists acknowledge May 25 as Wesak. Wesak is the 
most important day of the year for all Buddhists. It falls on the full 
moon and marks the triple celebration of the Buddha's Birth, 
Enlightenment and Final Demise. Etymologically, the 
Sanskrit/Pali word buddha means "one who has awakened," while 
in the context of Indian religions it is used as an honorific title for 
an individual who is enlightened or "one who knows." 
The religion of Islam also has important dates of observances 
during the month of May. May 20, known as The Day of Hajj (or 
Day at Arafat). It comes on the ninth day of Dhul-Hijja, the month 
of pilgrimage. It commemorates the concluding revelation to the 
Prophet Muhammad at Mount Arafat, some 18 kilometers east of 
Mecca, shortly before his death. At this time, all Muslims who are 
on Hajj (holy pilgrimage to Mecca), attend a special service on the 
plains in front of Mt. Arafat. Eid-ul-Adha (the Festival of 
Sacrifice), the concluding act of pilgrimage will be observed on 
May 21, this year. Sheep, goats and camels are offered to God, as 
Abraham offered his son Ismael to God. The meat is distributed to 
the poor and needy. May 16-17 is recognized in Judaism as 
Shavuot (Weeks). This particular celebration marks the conclusion 
of the period of seven weeks that follows Pesach, the Jewish 
Passover. Shavuot, the literal meaning of the plural of the Hebrew 
word for "seven", commemorates the giving of the Torah (the 
Law) to the Israelites, through Moses at Mt, Sinai, thus establish­
ing God's purpose to distinguish his chosen people. 
Many Christian oriented faiths will commemorate the anniver­
sary of the Ascension into heaven and the enthronement of Jesus 
Christ as Universal Sovereign on May 13. The actual date of this 
celebration tends to vary from year to year, but it always follows 
40 days after Easter. May 22 is the celebration of the Day of 
Pentecost. This occasion is set aside to celebrate the imparting of 
the Holy Spirit, also known as the Comforter, upon the disciples 
and followers of Jesus, following His Ascension. The main pur 
pose of the Holy Spirit, as a representative of Jesus Christ, was to 
lead, guide and empower followers in the path of truth and right­
eousness, both at the time it was given and in the present day 
church. Pentecost always follows Easter by 50 days. 
Although, people may differ in their beliefs and perceptions of 
truth, of God and of the proper method of worship, the fact still 
remains that all are a part of the universal family of humanity. 
Pursuing an interest in both 
business and sports, Marketing 
major Jon Peterson served as an 
intern for the UOP Athletic 
Department throughout the 
spring semester. Peterson assisted 
Bob Miller, Director of 
Marketing and Promotions, with 
the designs and implementation 
of season ticket campaigns for all 
of Pacific's intercollegiate athlet­
ic events. Peterson also helped in 
the coordination of game day 
promotions and half-time enter­
tainment at these events. 
The internship helped Peterson 
decide what he wanted to do in 
his future career. "When I entered 
this position, I entered it mainly 
because I enjoyed sports. I now 
know that I would like to pursue 
a career in Sports Marketing," 
said Peterson. 
Looking back, Peterson found 
that by working hard and being 
persistent, he was able to benefit 
from the internship. "You get 
exactly what you put into it. By 
being flexible and patient, I was 
able to learn much more than I 
anticipated," said Peterson. 
Peterson feels that the intern­
ship helped him build his confi­
dence. "I have to admit, when my 
internship first began, my confi­
dence level was very low. I was 
in a new setting, doing something 
I had never done before. My co­
workers did a good job of helping 
to make me feel comfortable, and 
it wasn't long before my confi­
dence level began to improve." 
Peterson's understanding of 
the field has grown through par­
ticipating in the internship. 
"When I think of my original 
expectations (toward tf»e, intern­
ship) and where I am today, I see 
tremendous gatfts/<j said Peterson. 
The internship went a step 
beyond what he has learned in 
the classroom. "The actual work 
at my internship was by far one 
of the best experiences of my col­
lege life. The lessons I learned 
and the insight I gained was veiy 
valuable and not something that 
can be taught in a classroom." 
Peterson is currently making 
plans to obtain a Masters in Sport 
Management. As a result of his 
hard work and his participation in 
the internship, Peterson has been 
offered a Graduate Assistant 
Position in the UOP Athletic 
Department. 
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bile Instead, he travels by fax 
'chine every night, five days a 
% to almost 160 radio mar-
L who subscribe to TeleJoke, 
he nation's first, largest and most 
uccessful show prep service. 
"1 was always the class 
down," Raysaid- "!t (comedy) 
Ls always been a love." 
And a love it is! Since 
TeleJoke's inception on July 1, 
1 Ray, author and owner, has 
itteji over 25,000 one-liners 
ing 75 to 100 a week) for 
„se on national radio and in his 
Salt Lake Tribune newspaper col-
an, "Laugh Lines." 
Every Monday through Friday, 
Kay wakes up at 5.30 a.m. to 
four newspapers and scan 
through America Online and 
Prodigy- looking for suitable 
to use in his jokes. Then, 
hom 7:30 to 9:30 every night, he 
irites his one-liners for the next 
based on the material he 
acquired that morning. But 
before the jokes are sent by fax 
each night starting at 11 p.m., 
Ray checks to see if there has 
been any late-breaking news that 
he should update. 
The jokes are transmitted by a 
Macintosh computer fax, which 
does all the dialing and delivery. 
Though most of the technical 
Humorist Alan Ray is the author and 
work is done mechanically for 
Ray, he still gets "a lot of broken 
sleep" because he wakes up 
throughout the night to check and 
see what stations have not 
received their jokes, and to re-
send them. Radio industry sub­
scribers to TeleJoke receive their 
faxes in the early morning hours 
for the a.m. drive and in the late 
morning hours for the p.m. drive. 
The Tonight Show host Jay 
Leno bought two of Ray's jokes 
in December and January, for $50 
each, but only used one of them. 
The joke goes as follows: "The 
government admits radiation test­
ing on humans. When asked how 
many were effected at a public 
meeting, 400 hands were raised. 
And that was on one guy." 
After the airing of the joke on 
The Tonight Show, Ray was 
doing stand-up comedy at a 
owner of TeleJoke. 
nightclub in San Francisco. Upon 
telling this same joke to the audi­
ence, a comedian in the back of 
the room said, '"Hey, he stole 
that from Leno.' And then my 
friend, another comic, turned to 
him and said, 'He wrote that joke 
for Leno,"' Ray said. 
In addition to running his daily 
comedy fax service, Ray is a pro­
fessor of media production at 
UOP. The Memphis State 
University and University of 
Missouri graduate came to UOP 
in 1987 and since then has: start­
ed KPAC in 1991, a student vol­
unteer radio station; initiated 
Tiger TV in 1992; produced the 
"Fulfilling the Promise" video 
with five of his students, which 
won a national award as an edu­
cational video and has also pro­
duced spots for ESPN and the 
Sportschannel to promote school 
Administration, KnolesLawnJ 
ert Hall, 1:30 p.m. 
From the Chief's desk: Service 
athletics. 
"In the comedy world, it's a 
good hook to be a college profes­
sor. It's unique. It gets me 
noticed," said the 38-year-old 
Ray. 
And sure enough, it has, at 
least to several southern 
California teachers. 'Teachers are 
always impressed by other 'good 
teachers.' When my teaching 
partner ... c&me back after stu­
dent/parent orientation, raving 
about the humor and lecturing 
techniques of Dr. Ray, I was 
immediately interested," said 
Gloria King, who classifies her­
self as Ray's "#1 Southern 
Californian Fan". "When 
Southern California KABC radio 
talk show hosts Ken & Barkley 
started talking about a UOP pro­
fessor who wrote jokes, 1 put two 
and two together and started lis­
tening. His jokes are very clever 
and I'm impressed." 
"I have always used humor in 
the classroom. Comedy is always 
the one thing that worked for 
me," Ray said. Currently, Ray is 
writing an encyclopedia of his 
jokes that is almost ready for 
publication, does comedy coach­
ing and consulting and is work­
ing on a screenplay with fellow 
communication professor, Randy 
Koper. 
"I've never met you Dr. Ray, 
but I know I'd like you," King 
said. "Dr. Ray's jokes are great 
conversation starters - especially 
if you don't get 'em - because 
you have to ask someone why 
they are funny and in turn, you 
find out what's going on in the 
news." 
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enjoyable, but for others, the 
experience can be emotionally 
draining. 
Contact overload is the term 
used to describe what happens to 
people who have problems deal­
ing with extensive human con­
tact, according to Thomas. 
People could suffer several 
symptoms including fatigue, apa­
thy and moodiness. She further 
said that customer service 
We need awareness about our 
lf-image as we enter the job 
market. This personal image will 
tot the way we do our job. 
In her book, "Customer 
Service," published by National 
Press Publications, Marian 
Thomas talked about the impor-
'mrce of how service will have an 
impact on the organization for employees have what is termed 
emotionally labor-intensive jobs. 
In these type of jobs, we must 
deal with emotions and feelings, 
j very rewarding experi- both our own and the person we 
£ice. When we help someone help. Besides, juggling the feel 
C" what they want or solve a ings we bring to work with those 
lem, we get immediate com- we confront on the job are not 
ts in the form of their facial always easy. Furthermore, as a 
^Pression and their comments, service employee, we must eave n£Sg wjjere feel comfortable. 
s°, a customer service job can all our negative feelings e in For those graduates, have a 
tying. For some people, meet- and concentrate on positive career and a good life. We 
'"g strangers day-in and day-out thoughts when helping peop e. ^ see others about campus. 
s 1,0 problem and they find it Like it or not, peop e o 
judge lis 'by the impressions they 
receive in the first few seconds 
when we meet them. This 
impression will last a long time. 
As a service employee who 
meets with new people, judg­
ments are constantly being made 
of us. If we understand what peo­
ple react to and how they form 
these first impressions, we can 
make a conscious effort to make 
good impressions during our first 
meetings. 
Lastly, we need to remember 
the magic words "Please and 
"Thank You" that got us rewards. 
When dealing with people, good 
manners will take us a long way 
in the everyday world. When we 
use good manners around people, 
we make them feel comfortable. 
People like to shop and do busi-
What 
^Grimes, M.D. 
Alan Ray's TeleJoke! 
The following is a sample of 
Ray's jokes from Monday April 25 
t o  W e d n e s d a y  M a y  I I :  
American influence is every­
where. Where can you find the red, 
white and blue in Singapore? On 
Michael Fay's butt. 
Two Florida State football play­
ers allegedly accepted gifts from 
sports agents. The transactions 
reportedly occurred at a remote 
location far from other athletes. 
The classroom. 
John Wayne Bobbitt has been 
arrested for assaulting his fiancee. 
He's a bit nervous about the wed­
ding plans. Yesterday she regis­
tered for a set of steak knives. 
Strippers at a San Francisco 
nightclub are seeking better work­
ing conditions. The older dancers 
are already members of a union. 
SAG. 
The Navy's top admiral wants 
women on board all ships. He sees 
it from a logistical standpoint. The 
men wouldn't have to travel to 
conventions. 
A female San Francisco police 
sergeant will become a man. It'll 
change her routine on the job. 
Every day before she goes out, 
she'll strap on a different piece. 
Willie Nelson has been arrested 
in South Texas for marijuana pos­
session. A search discovered the 
contraband. Drug agents found it 
growing in his beard. 
Nelson Mandela has gone from 
criminal to president of South 
Africa. Scholars say Americans 
don't fully appreciate the signifi­
cance. In this country it's the other 
way around. 
The text of a speech by 
President Clinton was bought for 
4-grand at his daughter's school 
auction. The buyer plans to show­
case it in his home. He's trying to 
make his garden grow. 
A survey shows two-thirds of 
college kids are sexually active. 
However, most have not read "The 
Joy of Sex." It doesn't come with 
Cliffs Notes. 
Dan Quayle's memoirs are 
coming'out this week. It's taken 
him 23 months to finish. Three 
months to write it. Twenty to put it 
through the spell checker. 
May 8th is Mother's Day. Most 
moms encourage their kids to trav­
el. As they get older, she sends 
them on a guilt trip. 
Prom season is here. Teenage 
boys will ask that same ol' ques­
tion about wearing a tuxedo. How 
do you fit the cummerbund over 
your gun? 
Federal offices will be closed 
today for this national day of 
mourning. Postal workers will 
honor President Nixon with their 
traditional ceremony. A 21-gun 
salute. 
Jack Kevorkian is on trial for 
violating Michigan's suicide ban. 
It could get nasty. To convict this 
guy, prosecutors will have to dig 
up a lot of dirt. 
Men claiming to be police 
robbed a Los Angeles home. The 
family knew these guys weren't 
cops because the obvious things 
weren't hanging on their belts. 
Their stomachs. 
McDonald's opened a new 
restaurant almost every day last 
year. They also changed their sign 
to reflect service. Over 60 billion 
waited. 
Roseanne and Tom Arnold are 
trying to reconcile. They plan to 
talk in a secluded place where no 
one is watching. She'll appear on 
his TV show. 
An 18-year-old American faces 
a flogging in Singapore. Doctors 
worry about what a cane will do to 
the skin of a teenager. His back 
could wind up looking like his 
face. 
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^Tuberculosis (TB) is a com-
, nicable disease caused by the 
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defined period of time), 
decreased appetite and a loss of a 
sense of well-being. 
Screening for tuberculosis 
remains a cornerstone 
tion and early treatment. The lb 
skin test is a small >njec"°" 
placed just under the skin of the 
forearm. This Type of tesus ge 
erally required for new students 
cases of active tuberculosis. The 
risk of developing active tubercu­
losis is increased by recently 
acquired infection, young adult­
hood, leanness and disease states 
where the immune system is 
impaired. All persons with a pos­
itive TB skin test or a new case 
of tuberculosis should be tested 
for the HIV vims if appropriate. 
If anyone has had a positive TB erally r uire . J . -
health care workers, a t£St or known exposure to a per-
teachers. Once the test is pla , ^ ^  actiye tu5erculosis, 
reading should occui p,ease make an appointment at 
ie 
'953 to 1984, there have 
ca$es e.en an increase in new 
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'°ss (documented over 
health care worker w.th.n 48 72 
hours. If a test is read as 
then a chest x-ray ts performed to 
rule out active tuberculosts dis­
ease. Persons who have a known 
positive skin test do not need te^ rr.e,hecore:sS-
itive after a known negative.-
a"d 'de under 35 yeare of age are persons under ^ 
advised to tak in 
INH for a period of six nt 
the hopes of prevent,ng any 
the Health Center for evaluation. 
If you have not been tested in 
early adulthood, please come by 
the Health Center for your free 
testing. Plan to come hy phen it s 
convenient to return in 48-72 
hours for reading. An unread test 
is of no value. 
CONDIMENTS 
It was the last week of sum­
mer around a small table in 
Papapovlos, when I told 
Stephanie and Melisa about my 
idea to write a fictional column 
for The Pacifican. I already 
knew I wanted it to be about a 
guy in his last year at Pacific. It 
had to be fictional so I did not 
have to use any body's real 
names. It had to be a guy so it 
was more challenging and so it 
did not turn out to be an exact 
copy of my life. But I wanted it 
to resemble campus life as 
closely as possible, so it related 
to most of us in some way or 
another. 
It was Melisa that came up 
with the idea of calling it 
Condiments. That was while 
we chomped on extra feta and 
after I told them about the 
recipe idea. I thought the con­
cluding recipes would give the 
column a purpose. I was partial­
ly worried that Kevin would 
appear to many as a cooking 
wuss. But I could not think of 
anything else that gave it a 
point. Over the last year, good 
friends have helped me out a 
lot. There were times when I 
would wander down halls for 
hours, whining of writer's block 
until somebody would sit down 
with me and brainstorm. 
Sometimes I would just walk 
into a room and say, "Hey guys. 
I need an idea." 
"Make him and Pepper go to 
a club." 
"Have Kevin get in a fight with 
some fraternity guy." 
"Have him get a recipe from 
aliens." 
Sooner or later somebody 
would throw out some random 
idea that got me thinking. Like 
Rob and his golf story. And 
Robin's idea to conclude with 
jumping out of a plane. And 
Christine who wanted her name 
in print. Making up a story every 
week for 25 weeks can drain any 
body's creativity bank dry. 
Sometimes I got a little silly. 
Other times I got into trouble. 
Like when 1 did not accurately 
re-create the dining experience of 
the Pacific Baking Company. 
Hey, I learned a lot about writing 
from that episode. 
Overall, this experience has 
been great. And it probably 
helped me get into graduate 
school as well. This fall I will be 
heading for Washington DC to 
begin American U's MFA pro­
gram in Creative Writing. I really 
do not know what my plans are 
other than that. Kevin and I prob­
ably have a lot more in common 
than I intended. I just know I love 
writing. I guess I will just take 
one day at a time. 
I doubt any body is too crushed 
about finding out Kevin is a fake 
and was made up by a cheesy girl 
with a big. and sometimes silly, 
imagination. But just to finish in 
Kevin-style, here is a final recipe 
for you. 1 would not suggest 
you make it though. I am read­
ing it off the box of Ginger 
Snaps I am chomping on right 
now. It sounds pretty sick, 
actually. That is one thing I 
have wondered about all year. 
Who is crazy enough to make 
any of this stuff? 
Thanks for reading - Sally 
Shore 
Tropical Ice Box Cake 
40 ginger snaps, coarsely 
crushed 
1/2 cup margarine 
1 can (8 oz.) pineapple chunks 
1 1/2 cups sugar 
1 package. (8 oz.) cream cheese 
3 ripe bananas 
12 whole ginger snaps 
1/2 cup chopped nuts 
In a small, bowl combine 
cookie crumbs with 1/4 cup 
margarine; mix well. Press onto 
bottom of nine inch round or 
square baking pan. Bake at 
350F for five minutes. Cool. 
Drain pineapple reserving three 
tablespoons liquid. Cut chunks 
in half. In small bowl, beat 
remaining margarine, sugar, 
pineapple liquid and cream 
cheese until smooth. Spread 
half on crumbs. Layer banana 
slices on surface, top with 
pineapple. Spread remaining 
half of mixture over pineapple. 
Press whole ginger snaps light­
ly on top. Sprinkle nuts arounc 
cookies. Refrigerate several 
hours. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Sierra Resort needs workers 
for all or part of summer. 
Salary plus room & board. 
#1209) 245-4760 
NEED A SUMMER JOB? 
Kennolyn Camps. Santa Cruz mts., 
5 miles from ocean Men counselors 
!needed for boy's cabins. Also 
needed Waterfront Director over 21 
Class B Driver over 25. Video 
Yearbook. Backpacker. Stable 
Hand, Dinner Cook, Camp store 
and secretary - computer literate a 
jS instructors / Counselors in 
Vaulting, WSI. Climbing. Ceramics 
jcall collect 408-479-6714. 
NTERTAINMENT 
Kevin Kearny: 
Poetry of 
destruction, 
traces of time 
William Bliss 
Guest Writer 
Kevin Kearny's works will be 
on exhibit at the UOP Gallery 
until May 20th. The six large 
paintings look vacant and still, 
although not devoid of warmth 
and a digestible beauty. Kearny 
incorporates the duality of form; 
structure space and gives struc­
ture to the emptiness that sur­
rounds it. In his works, light is 
both real and surreal; there are 
definite shadows cast in his work 
but light emanates from areas 
other than where the sun should 
be. Perhaps he wants us to see 
that there are two kinds of light, 
the first being real and ethereal, 
the second being sunlight and 
humanitie's spiritual analogy of 
it. In his work, walls resonate 
their life to Kearny—he speaks 
of his awareness of urban apart­
ments, "you become part of gen­
erations of other people, other 
families, who sat in the same 
place, looked out of the same 
windows, and were warmed by 
that same smack of sun on the 
wall." 
His paintings are timeless sur­
realist documents of the cyclic 
and destructive forces of nature. 
His paintings serve as a reminder 
to all people that despite their 
attempts of conquest and con­
struction, nature will be around 
longer than us. 
In "Broken Dreams II," the 
viewer stands before an eroded 
Kevin Kearny's artwork is now on display at the UOP Gallery u. 
modem building in front of a vast cally the same composition, yet 
blue sea, complemented by a 
vibrantly warm cloud-filled sky. 
Here is another common duality 
in his work - eroded structures or 
just vast plains of dirt are juxta­
posed with pleasant blue skies or 
majestically colorful clouds, so in 
a sense the background makes up 
for the barren foreground. The 
modem building shows his con­
cerns for the future, and perhaps 
raises the question of where will 
humanity be in a millenium? 
Why have we abandoned this 
perfect piece of oceanfront prop­
erty? Have we turned our focus 
elsewhere? Where is everyone? 
In "Elysian Fields" there is a 
direct reference to the infinite. An 
Elysian field is a Utopian endup 
for the virtuous people in ancient 
Greece. This painting is a eulogy 
is given the same gaze and basi- Fields." 
At the movies. 
When a Man Loves a Woman 
Beneath the surface of what appears to be a perfect family, they must come to terms with a terrible secret 
Alice and Michael Green 
(played by Meg Ryan and 
Andy Garcia) have the most 
extraordinary romance. Their 
marriage is filled with genuine 
passion, caring and sharing, 
and together they are raising 
two beautiful young daughters. 
However, beneath the surface 
of their loving relationship 
simmers a painful personal 
secret Alice has been keeping, 
not only from the ones she 
loves, but also from herself. 
Eventually this problem 
becomes an overwhelming cri­
sis which tears at the fabric of 
their tightly-knit family - and 
that fabric eventually rips wide 
open and shatters their idyllic 
world. 
A rich and engrossing stoiy 
of love, strength and commit­
ment unfolds as this deter­
mined family embarks on a 
courageous struggle to pick up 
the pieces of their lives and deal 
head-on with Alice's problem. 
Now, when the old definitions of 
who they are no longer fit, they 
must reassess their lives, rebuild 
their once unshakable foundation 
and discover something entirely 
new about themselves and the 
power of love. 
'When a Man Loves a 
Woman' is a film about a family 
in turmoil. It follows Alice and 
Michael through a process of 
hard discoveries, hard revelations 
and, ultimately, a renewal 
between each of the family mem­
bers. 
This movie is a perfect exam­
ple of how families must take 
responsibility for and help each 
other. If someone in the family 
has a weakness, it should not end 
in divorce. In the 90s, it has 
become common practice for 
couples and family members to 
give up. This film shows that 
people need to love each other 
unconditionally and help each 
other to get the care that they 
need. 
According to director Louis 
Mandoki, "This is a love story 
that starts where most other 
motion picture love stories end. 
Most love stories end when the 
couple finally comes together. 
'When a Man Loves a Woman' 
starts at the hardest point, when 
the tough work begins. These 
characters struggle with all 
their hearts to keep their family 
together." 
The Touchstone Pictures 
presentation of 'When a Man 
Loves a Woman' is directed by 
Louis Mandoki. The producers 
are Jordan Kerner and Jon 
Avnet. The film is rated "R". 
Get outta town: 
Whitewater_Rafting ^ ^  ^  jump 
Katy Thayer 
Entertainment Editor 
Are you a weekend warrior 
who needs something to do this 
into the middle of the boat! 
During the trip, it is inevitable 
that one of the passengers wil 
While you may hope tna fall out. 
this is not you. think again. 
I 
j IS ui ~ 
weekend? Maybe you just need . from personal experience, 
a chance to relax either before or ^ ^  ^  be just what you 
here the decayed modern struc­
ture seems less like a concrete 
building and more like the 
remains of a futuristic temple. 
The piece is permeated with a 
variety of rich cool blues, that 
give this landscape of heaven a 
soothing feeling. 
"My Father's House" is the 
most surrealist work, where the 
viewer stands before a ruin which 
appears to stand in a fiery bril­
liant sky. The reference to his 
father in the title could mean that 
this is literally what his father's 
house would look like after gen­
erations of abandonement. 
Perhaps the painting stands as a 
metaphor to personal impressions 
and memories he holds of his 
father, ones that stand staring at 
the face of eternity just like the 
to Greek mythology. The viewer ones who walk in the "Elysian 
after finals. Well, here is a great 
opportunity to de-stress and have 
fun. Throughout Northern 
California, there are several 
white-water rafting companies 
that can take you for the trip of 
your life. While cruising through 
some pretty rough rapids, I can 
guarantee you will forget all 
about school and/or work. (You 
may be a bit more concerned 
about getting out alive). 
The trip that I went on was 
with Tributary Whitewater, based 
in Grass Valley. They offer trips 
ranging from class I to class V. 
Class I trips are pretty smooth, 
but good if this is your first time 
rafting. Class V is pretty hairy, 
not to mention dangerous. These 
are only suggested for experi­
enced, and probably professional 
rafters. I went on a class III trip, 
as it was my fourth time rafting, 
and had the time of my life. 
While some areas of the river 
were pretty calm, a lot of it was 
hectic. One area of the river was 
called "Maytag" after the wash­
ing machine. You can probably 
guess what that was like! 
It is important to note that 
before facing the challenge of a 
rough rapid, the guides stop the 
raft and all of you get out to see it 
from land. You can decide to 
either take the challenge or stay 
on dry land and meet the rest of 
the crew at the bottom, r Friendly 
guides also describe how to tack­
le the difficult parts, explaining 
At need on a hot summer day 
least your friends would be 
amused, even if you are not. 
Also, while you are going 
down the river, there are photog­
raphers positioned along the 
banks to take your picture. At 
the end of the river, you may pur­
chase one to keep as a memento 
of your trip. 
White-water rafting trips are 
available on the North Fork ot 
the American River, Yuba. 
Stanislaus, Salmon, Klamath, 
California and Merced, 
Toulomne. 
Tributary offers half-day, one-
day and weekend trips. 
Depending on length of the trip 
and whether or not meals are pro­
vided, the cost of such an adven­
ture runs from $60 to $300 per 
person. This may sound a bit 
expensive, but it's worth it! This 
will prove to be an adventure that 
you and your friends will never 
forget. 
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So Tonight That I Might See 
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INTRAMURAL REPORT 
4X4 SOCCER 
4X4 Soccer was Intramural's introductory sport this year. The league was introduced to allow for 
more teams and reduce the problem of forfeits due to the lack of fielding a team. The field dimensions 
^considerably smaller than a normal size soccer field and the game involved a lot of passing and skill, 
is year we featured a Men's League that contained eight teams and the Co-Rec League containing 
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ISunday afternoon. The team 
• won their 36th game of the 
•on, pushing them over the 
pt for victories in a season. 
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Over 4,000 Corporate Contacts 
Only One Name to Remember 
Only One Event to Attend 
Spring Golf 
The spring golf tournament at Swenson Municipal Golf Course brought out teams representing 
Archania, SAE, Physical Therapy and Grace Covell Hall. The tournament format was a four person 
scramble. Dennis Tsung, Matthew Chan, Brian Tasto and Steve Garland took the tournament by shoot­
ing an eight under par, 64. Two teams tied for second place with four under, 68. Archania (Kevin 
Nicholson, Seamus Eddy, Chad Peterson and George Retamosa) and Physical Therapy (Eric James. Paul 
Sagers, Joe Boehm and Kevin Lane). 
Final Intramural Champion Standings 
These are the final point standings for the first annual Intramural Participation Champions. For the 
Residence Halls, the population of each Hall is taken into consideration and a mathematical factor is 
used to determine the point totals. 
4)KAPPA PSI 780 
5)PHI DELTA CHI 320 
6)MEGA PHI ALPHA 135 
SORORITIES 
DALPHA CHI OMEGA 310 
2)DELTA DELTA DELTA 202 
3)KAPPA ALPA THETA 192 
4)DELTA GAMMA 121 
INDEPENDENTS 
1 )PHYSICAL THERAPY1417 
2)HAWAI1AN CLUB 764 
3)PHARMACY 744 
4)VIETNAMESE ASSOC 320 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
1)JOHNB 2585 
2)PRICE 2457 
3)JESSIE B 1385 
4)EISELEN 1165 
5)SOUTHWEST 816 
6)CASA WERNER 807 
7)GRACE 665 
8)RITTER 637 
9)CARTER 386 
FRATERNITIES 
1)SAE 2101 
2)PHI DELTA THETA 1565 
3)ARCHAN1A 1002 
INTRAMURAL 
staff members included 
Greg Bratten 
Chris Dotten 
Matt Gillchrist 
Angela Gray 
Mike Hess 
Dustin Lanz 
Megan Savage 
Bridget Yates —SFII® For any information, 
feel free to contact the 
IM department 
BSfefV 
* Modern facility with ground level spaces 
* Boxes and packing supplies available 
* Electronic security gate — individual 
entry codes 
* 7-Day access 
* Convenient extra-wide - paved driveways 
to all units 
* Self storage insurance available 
* Private mailbox rentals — 
UPS pick-up H 
The Pacificnn PORTS 
Upcoming Events 
Ma)02: 
Softball vs. Long Beach State, lp.^ 
Bill Simoni Field. 
Mav 14i 
Softball vs. UNLV. 1p.m. @ Bill Si% 
Field. 
(Last UOP home games of 1994 Season 
1993-1994 Pacific Awards 
and Achievments 
Women's Volleyball: 
All Northwest Region: Charlotte Johansson, Dominique Benton-
Bozman,Natasha Soltysik. 
Football: 
First team Big West: Grant Carter, Darius Cunnigan, Jeff Russel 
Second team Big West: Dimitri Gazelas, Daryl Rogers 
Swimming: 
All American: Brad Schumacher 
Water Polo: 
First team All Conference: Todd Hosmer 
Second team All Conference: Todd Hinders, Darren Baldwin, Brad 
Schumacher. 
Field Hockey: 
All Nor-PAC Conference: Kendra McCord, Venus Moll, 
Michelle Baker. 
Men's Basketball: 
All Big West: Michael Jackson, Charles Terrel 
Woman's Basketball: 
All Big West: Lannie Bebber. 
NOFUMMO 
STDfF, FPU- 3U 
Gimme RLCOF 
THE IT10N&Y. Golf, Baseball, Tennis and Softball are still pending 
on Regional and NCAA results. 
"G'DAYMATES!" g. ||g 
WE'REA u s t  rafi/AND WE ARE jg iffi 
THE BEST SELLING AND MOST J| BTTL FCL 
REASONABLY PRICED LINE OF 
COLOUR COSMETICS SELLING.... 
"DOWN UNDER". 
EXCELLENT NEWS !!!! 
WE HAVE ARRIVED IN AMERICA 
AT SELECTED OCofiqy VjULtf W 
SO, COME EXPERIENCE Of Ao^t^oll C\ AND 
MEET OUR SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE....HAVE A NEW LOOK CREATED 
JUST FOR YOU.... ABSOULTELY FREE 
AT 4713 QUAIL LAKES DR., STOCKTON 
S T ON MON. MAY 16TH AND TUE MAY 17 (NOON TO 4 PM) X , / 
^-RECEIVE A SPECIAL GIFT WITH YOUR $10 PURCHASE-*; 
<M-Ter Distributed by Tribune Media Services 
Mm 
Hammer Lane o mister A space 
SELF STORAGE 
47G-0800 
2972 West Swain Rd O mister II space Swain Rd. 
March Lane 
Special 
Student 
Discounts! 
UOP Special 
1/2 off 
First Month's 
Rent! 
